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Abstract: Climate-smart agriculture targets integrated adaptation and mitigation strategies for delivering food security and greenhouse gas emissions reduction. This study outlines a methodology to identify the trade-offs between food production, emissions, and income under technology and food demand-shift scenario and climate change. The methodology uses Climate Smart Agricultural Prioritization (CSAP) toolkit a multi-objective land-use allocation model, and detailed databases, characterizing the agricultural production processes at the land-unit scale. A case study has also been demonstrated for Bihar, a state in India. The quantification of trade-offs demonstrates that under different technology growth pathways alone the food self-sufficiency for Bihar cannot be achieved whilst the reduction in emission intensity targets are achievable up to 2040. However, both food self-sufficiency and reduction in emission intensity can be achieved if we relax constraints on dietary demand and focus on kilo-calories maximization targets. The district-level analysis shows that food self-sufficiency and reduction in emission intensity targets can be achieved at a local scale through efficient crop-technology portfolios.
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1. Introduction

Agriculture today feeds more than seven billion people, a feat made possible through increased yields over the last 50 years. However, the sector is faced with a growing set of new challenges like diet diversity because of increased urbanization as well as the uncertainty of crop production as a consequence of climate change. Even now, 820 million people are hungry, most of them happen to be in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia and at the same time, agriculture and land-use changes are a major source of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions [1]. To achieve zero hunger by 2030, the agriculture production process needs a transformation—from input intensification to sustainable intensification; from being vulnerable to adaptive and resilient with lower emissions of GHGs. Therefore, increasing food production in the coming decades must be done sustainably without compromising environmental integrity. To implement this transformation, a variety of innovations in the production technologies and policy decisions have been suggested by different organizations, institutes, researchers, policymakers etc. Climate-smart agriculture (CSA) is one such integrative approach to achieve food security and mitigate climate change impact with ecological sustainability [2]. CSA offers several solutions like water-smart, energy-smart, and carbon-smart interventions [3]. However, it becomes difficult to choose from the available set of interventions whenever a system has multiple objectives, either synergistic or antagonistic. Within CSA, choosing the appropriate decisions of investment, production technology or policy is often done through heuristics or expert judgments. Such decisions may lack quantification of foreseen impacts and tradeoffs. Few studies such as
the green revolution’s impact, limits and future direction, describe a broader system-level retrospective analysis as a method to support decision making.

To choose strategically, different stakeholders utilize decision support tools to prioritize and take appropriate interventions which are climate-resilient, efficient, and adaptive. Several such decision support tools have been recently reported in the literature [4–6] and many of them use multi-criteria analysis approach [7,8]. These tools help planners in making investment decisions like which crop to grow, when to grow it and with what technological and policy intervention [5]. These tools also provide insights on trade-offs and synergies among the different interventions from the biophysical viewpoint. Several studies report trade-offs for crop-based systems [5], the livestock-based systems [9] and those which incorporate gender lenses [10,11]. Often, several trade-offs have to be taken into consideration while choosing the right interventions. Beddington et al., 2012 [12] operating space’ for interconnected food and climate systems. The framework specifies three limits for the global community—food production capabilities under a given climate, future food demand for the growing population and effects of the food production on climate. They highlight that at present we are violating these limits; furthermore, if the current trends of increasing population, changing diets and climate change impacts continue, we will be outside the “safe operating space” in 2050. A similar approach has also been described by identifying planetary boundaries for a sustainable and safe operating space for humanity [13,14].

For agricultural production systems, a range of crop and technology options are available to support the development and adaptation of the agricultural sector to reduce the impacts of climate change on livelihoods. Decision support tools can assist in the process of climate-smart adaptation planning; they identify portfolios of interventions that deliver sustainably increasing agricultural productivity and incomes, increased resilience to climate change and a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. Significantly, quantitative scenarios developed by such tools comprise a key input to the National Adaptation Plan (NAP) development. While most of these studies focus on individual fields/farmers, we need to understand the adaptation domains of CSA practices and technologies, their synergies with increasing income, their linkages with demand and supply of food grains in a changing climate scenario.

This article builds on earlier article by Shirsath et al., 2017 [6] which describe database development methodology for climate smart agriculture prioritisation; and Dunnett et al., 2018 [5] which use same data for multi-objective trade-off analysis. In the earlier articles, majority interventions were from supply side (technology interventions and socio-economic scenarios), food demand scenarios were not considered or hypothesized. In this study, we analyze trade-offs between agricultural production, GHG emissions and income in a changing climate, technology, and additionally food demand scenario for Bihar in eastern India, a region plagued by poverty and climatic extremes. The methodology here utilizes the Climate Smart Agricultural Prioritisation toolkit [5] for developing and analyzing different scenarios through multi objective land use allocation modelling. Together with supply side interventions, food demand scenarios are also considered here. This analysis has been done with three technology and baseline scenarios with rice and maize in the rainy season (kharif), pulses (lentil, gram, and lathyrus), wheat, maize, and mustard in winter (rabi) season, maize and mung bean in the summer season. Currently, these crops occupy more than 85% of the gross cropped area in Bihar.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Study Region: Bihar

Bihar, a state in eastern India, has an area of 9.4 million hectares and a population of 104 million [15]. About 89% of Bihar’s population dwells in rural areas [15]. Like most of the states in India, agriculture is the backbone of Bihar’s economy; 77% of the workforce and generating nearly 25% of the State Domestic Product [16]. The gross and net sown area in the state is estimated at 7.7 and 5.3 million hectares, respectively [16]. In Bihar, rice,
wheat, and maize are the main crops although legumes, vegetables, and fruits also occupy a significant area of the agricultural production system. Bihar’s fertile land and large water resources imply huge potential to the agricultural sector. Despite this, the productivity of crops in Bihar compares poorly with other states. This yield gap often attributes to sub-optimal input use and climate extremes like flood and drought. Solutions are needed that will help the state to produce enough food for the large and growing population, while simultaneously increasing income and reducing GHG emissions. These solutions need to be explored in such a way that we identify the robust growth pathways which consider production, income and emissions from agriculture.

2.2. Crops and Future Technological Scenarios Considered

This study considers major crops—i.e., rice and maize in the rainy season (kharif), pulses (lentil, gram, and lathyrus), wheat, maize, and mustard in winter (rabi) season, maize and mung bean in the summer season.

For achieving a steady and sustainable increase in productivity, agriculture needs a complete transformation. These transformations can be achieved through new production technologies. However, new production technologies have their own costs and feedbacks in the system, e.g., input intensification will likely to increase productivity as well as the GHGs. Many innovations, production technologies, policy decisions have been suggested by different organizations, institutes, researchers, policymakers etc. Several practices and technologies are being used by farmers depending on crop and location. In this study, three technological interventions incorporating both current agricultural practices as baseline in Bihar and advanced potential agricultural practices are analyzed. These technologies groups were derived from ten production technologies presented by Shirsath et al., 2017 [6]. The baseline technology here represents both rainfed and irrigated technologies based on location and crop; the intensification technology has emphasis on increased input use (fertilizer, water in irrigated areas, quality seeds) whereas climate-smart technologies focus on yield improvement through resource use efficiency and precision management of inputs. The technology characteristics and detailed descriptive statistics are available in Shirsath et al., 2017 [6].

Table 1 shows a list of interventions in different technology portfolios used in the study, including baseline, intensification (pertaining to water, seed, fertilizer, and land management related technologies) and finally climate-smart technologies.

Table 1. Interventions in different technology portfolios used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Technology Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Traditional cultivars; fertilizer application required to realize target yields and biocide application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensification (rainfed)</td>
<td>Fertilizer application required to realize target yields; water conservation practices, improved cultivars; index-based insurance and seed replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensification (irrigated)</td>
<td>Fertilizer application required to realize target yields; seed replacement; biocide application and additional secondary tillage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate-smart</td>
<td>Fertilizer application required to realize target yields; index-based insurance; seed replacement; biocide application; leaf color charts (rice, wheat and maize); laser levelling and water management; residue incorporation; reduced tillage; alternate wetting drying (rice); site-specific Nitrogen management; improved irrigation pump efficiency and farmer training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. Future Food Demands

The dynamic land-use allocation in the toolkit requires future demand targets. Future crop demand was derived from a published statistics [17]. Total demand for each crop commodity in future was estimated by using projected per capita demand and total population projections (World population prospectus, https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/, accessed on 11 March 2021). Please see Figure 1 population growth factors over baseline. For Bihar, and its constituent districts, the existence and achievability of the food self-sufficiency or emission targets are based on food demand in kilo-calories (kcal) terms. Here we targeted the self-sufficiency of food for the projected population growth at an average daily energy requirement. This requirement here is adjusted for the percentage intake in the diets covered by the crop portfolio under consideration. Here, we maximized kcal food production with a set of technologies available to the system (i.e., baseline, intensification, and climate-smart).

![Emission intensity factors and population growth factors over baseline](Figure 1)

**Figure 1.** Emission intensity factors and population growth factors over baseline. Emission intensity factor is targeting a reduction rate equivalent to 20% reduction every 30 years (i.e., extension of 1990 baseline targets) applied from the calibrated baseline level.

2.4. Future GHG Emission Targets

To understand the sustainability of the future production systems we also analyzed emissions and production tradeoffs. The agricultural production systems have to balance between the food production to feed its increasing population and at the same time check the GHG emissions per unit of production. Here, we targeted a reduction of emissions intensity of production with a rate equivalent to 20% reduction every 30 years (i.e., extension of 1990 baseline targets) applied from the calibrated baseline level. At each time-step, we calculated the emission intensity for the resulting agricultural growth pathway. Please see Figure 1 for emission intensity target factors; these were applied while setting targets in the CSAP. The model is initially calibrated to replicate baseline production (kt) and areas (kha) for each crop in each district. The model then identifies optimized land-use change pathways in terms of achieving the specified objectives for food-production, incomes (measured as gross-margin) and CO₂ emissions.

Lastly, we compared kcal food production and emission intensity against the target to identify whether food self-sufficiency and reduction in emission targets are attainable or not.

2.5. Climate Smart Agricultural Prioritization (CSAP) Toolkit

The CSAP toolkit employs a dynamic, spatially-explicit multi-objective optimization linear programming model. It explores a range of agricultural growth pathways in tandem...
with climate-adaptation strategies to meet agricultural development and environmental goals, concerning food self-sufficiency, incomes, employment, and mitigation targets. It can support the prioritization of investment decisions, food security analysis, exploratory land-use analysis and trade-off analysis to support the development of climate-smart investment plans. The toolkit can handle a range of spatial and temporal scales. The schematic diagram of the CSAP toolkit is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of the Climate Smart Agricultural Prioritization (CSAP) multi-objective toolkit (Source: Dunnett et al., 2018 [5]).

The major components of the CSAP toolkit are described below:

a. Land evaluation and resource characterization: This process is the first step of database development for the CSAP toolkit. In this step the detailed database on resource availability e.g., Water, capital and labor are developed. Land suitability to crop and technologies is also characterized in this step. Here, crop-technology and land-unit-specific input–output variables are estimated using the databases and technological coefficient generators. The database development for the CSAP tool integrates biophysical, agronomic, and socio-economic data to establish input–output relationships related to water, fertilizer, energy, labor, and greenhouse gas emissions.

b. Scenario development: This step targets includes establishing a scenario which aims to analyze different development pathways through diverse policy views and development plans. The developed scenarios can encompass climate change scenarios as well as socio-economic scenarios. Here we have considered technology interventions as well as different food demand scenarios.
c. Land-use optimization: The exploratory land-use analysis is carried out using a dynamic, spatially-explicit multi-objective optimization model. The land-use modelling component of the CSAP toolkit is dynamic; in a comparative static analysis, a model is first calibrated to replicated observed production levels under baseline conditions before being subjected to an alternative future set conditions/scenarios and solved again.

The first step of the analysis using the CSAP toolkit starts with the identification of land-units, which are homogeneous parcels of land. They define the spatial resolution of the study, along with the preparation of biophysical and socio-economic datasets. In the case of Bihar, we divided the state into 34 homogenous spatial units. Superimposing this with the district boundaries resulted in 194 land-units—the smallest units of assessment in this study (please see Shirsath et al., 2017 [6] and Dunnett et al., 2018 [5] for more details). Within each land unit, we can further differentiate representative farm-sizes and irrigation/rainfed category. These (sub-categories) may exhibit different levels of resource constraints and costs (e.g., capital, family and hired labor, and water accessibility), and/or constrained access to technologies as a result of the farm size.

The CSAP is a data intensive tool; it requires data on biophysical, economic and social domains. The biophysical data includes information on historical and baseline production levels, agricultural crop suitability and productivity as function of climate, soil, water etc., dynamic climate change impacts (on temperature, precipitation etc.), water availability, estimated greenhouse gas emissions from production. The economic data required includes labor availability and cost, agricultural production costs (input–output) for range of technology options, characterization of market effects on prices of factor-inputs and outputs, discount rates applied to costs and benefits. Social datasets included feasible rates of land-use change, adoption rates for new technologies and stratification of producers (e.g., farm-size, intrinsic technology). For practical decision making analysis using CSAP toolkit all these datasets are required at either land-unit or district level. The methodology to generate such datasets is explained by Shirsath et al., 2017 [6].

In the CSAP exploratory land-use allocation modelling, the primary activity variable represents the area allocated to each crop-technology within a land-unit at a given time for each climate scenario. Yield, costs and greenhouse-gas emissions are linked to this variable via a detailed spatially-explicit database. Furthermore, the CSAP contains a range of multi-scalar spatial constraints on resource and crop-technology suitability. The multi-objective optimization process of CSAP has been explained in detail in Dunnett et al., 2018 [5].

2.6. Assessment of Trade-Offs

Choosing the appropriate decisions of investment, production technology or policy often done through heuristics or expert judgments. Such decisions may lack quantification foreseen impacts. Need is to understand the tradeoffs and synergies in Bihar’s agriculture which will be brought out by new production technologies and/or altered land-use allocation. It is imperative to understand these in the context of future climatic conditions. Further, there is a need to quantify the tradeoffs and synergies between food production, emissions, investments etc. so that we can choose among suitable technologies or altered plausible land use.

For assessing the trade-offs we carried out the multi-objective analysis. In the multi-objective optimization firstly we identify extreme values for the competing objectives by optimizing each in isolation. Based on these extreme values we can identify a decision space within which all further trade-off solutions will be located—being bounded by observed upper and lower extremes in respective objectives. Constraints on the maximum (minimum) level of objectives within this decision space are then formulated and applied in the second round of model solutions (trials). Each trial identifies the optimal performance in each objective achievable under varying levels of constraint in other objectives. Finally, we screen the resulting set of model solutions to identify only efficient solutions. Here,
trade-offs are analyzed between income, food self-sufficiency ratio (SSR) and employment in addition to metrics developed to characterize adaptation, mitigation, and food security. To better understand the trade-offs in the production process, we created three technology and one technology plus demand-shift scenario. These scenarios guide us on which technology and demand-shift combinations are required to migrate into the food self-sufficiency while achieving emission intensity targets. The technology and demand-shift scenarios are explained in detail below:

(a) Technology max scenario: Here, the crop and technology allocation is not constrained by any rate of uptake (i.e., pathway development). It considers growth pathways based on maximum potential technology within the allocated area for the given time in consideration.

(b) Intensification growth pathway: In this scenario, the crop and technology allocation is constrained by the rate of uptake, i.e., pathway development (we allowed rates of land-use change ≤250 kha yr\(^{-1}\)) coupled with intensification technologies (see Table 1).

(c) Climate-smart growth pathway: This is similar to the previous pathway except for the interventions, which belong to climate-smart technologies.

(d) Climate-smart growth pathway + demand-shift scenario: Here, we relaxed the demand constraint and instead targeted maximum calorific production. This scenario is analogous to dietary change interventions. A key feature of this growth pathway is that it targets both resource-efficient and high-yielding crops irrespective of its demand. In practice, there are two challenges in doing this: the first challenge is getting an additional or replacing existing crop area to grow resource-efficient and high-yielding crops and the second challenge is generating demand for this product.

The land-use allocation in all the above scenarios is constrained by resources e.g., water, energy, labor and capital.

3. Results and Discussion

We now demonstrate the achievability of food self-sufficiency and emission targets under the four technology and demand-shift scenarios enumerated above. The elements of emission and adaptation are resolved by the CSAP through multi-objective land-use allocation modelling and dietary change interventions using the demand-shift scenario. We present trade-offs for food security, income, and emission. These trade-offs help in strategically choosing the triple-win solution which addresses income, emissions and food security.

3.1. Achievability of Food Self-Sufficiency and Emission Targets under Different Technology Scenarios

In the technology max scenario (Figure 3 top-left) we do not constrain any rate of uptake for technology adoption (i.e., pathway development) but simply consider maximum potential technology. Here, we found that the self-sufficiency targets can be achieved until 2025. As evident from the graph, this scenario (the continuous green line) remains above food demand until -2025. The emission intensity targets are met until 2040, denoted by the dotted green line (emissions intensity) crossing over the dotted blue line (target emissions intensity) in -2040. Figure 3 highlights that the baseline production level (the black circle) is substantially lower than the existing food demand, indicating that the food self-sufficiency has not been achieved at present.

In the intensification growth pathway, the production processes are constrained by the baseline production position and allowed rates of land-use change (≤250 kha yr\(^{-1}\)). We only allow the system to use intensification technologies and improved technologies for rainfed conditions. Considering the effects of allowed rates of land-use change and intensification technology limitations in this scenario, the food self-sufficiency is not achieved. Nonetheless, emission intensity targets can be met until -2032, although it erodes earlier than the technology max growth pathway. For climate-smart growth pathways, we simi-
larly fail to achieve food self-sufficiency. Since these are efficient technologies, the emission reduction targets can be achieved until ~2040 like for the technology max growth pathways. The bottom-right chart in Figure 3 highlights results of climate-smart technology together with demand-shift. Here the food self-sufficiency targets are met from 2020 onwards and emission targets are met until 2075. It shows that only technology-driven solutions alone will not be useful in achieving food self-sufficiency and emission reduction targets.

3.2. District Level Achievability of Food Production and Emission Targets

For further scrutiny, the district-level analysis was undertaken to understand district-wise existence and achievability of food sufficiency and meeting the emissions reduction targets (climate-smart growth pathway). The results (Figure 4) indicate that under this growth pathway the number of districts which can achieve food self-sufficiency increase with time. This is because some crops (especially rainfed and winter crops) benefit from an increase and shift in rainfall. Nonetheless, the number of districts meeting the emission targets decreases rapidly with time; since the target of 20% reduction in every 30 years becomes difficult to achieve with these technologies. In terms of achieving both the targets (food and emission), only a few districts emerge. In terms of spatial analysis, a potentially notable takeaway outside the remit of the above exercise would be the possibility of conducting a national-state equivalent, wherein deficit states and those states with limited potential to achieve intensity targets may be identified.
3.3. Trade-Offs with Income

In the analysis outlined above, there was a focus on food production and emissions, which is supplemented below with information on income or total margins. The efficient frontier (Figure 5) is set forth below wherein the portfolio which provides a triple-win is identified by analyzing the trade-offs for Agroecological Zone-1 of Bihar (north-western region). The food security aspect here is presented in terms of food self-sufficiency ratio (SSR) in calorific terms. Emissions and income (margins) are given in absolute (total) terms. Figure 5 depicts three sub-plots showing methodology to locate the optimal point on the efficient frontiers, which can be achieved by identifying the point of inflection on SSR vs. emissions (Figure 5—top row) then checking it with the second objective which is the total margin (Figure 5—bottom left) and finally verifying if both points sit on SSR—margin efficient frontier.

We present these trade-offs in one plot where the optimal growth pathway is chosen in such a way that it has a high SSR and total margin, and at the same time, it has the lowest emissions possible. There could be several optimal pathways. Each such pathway can be tracked with a detailed profile incorporating the crop, technology, time and farm-size. One such case study of trade-off analysis is also presented in Dunnett et al., 2018 [5].

3.4. Sustainable Growth Pathways

The methodology presented here can assist in the identification of sustainable growth pathways by analyzing trade-offs for food production, income, and emissions and help in making more informed policy decisions such as a focus on crop diversification or climate-smart agriculture. The methodology treats the systems in holistic manner and builds on local level datasets. There are studies showing application of such modelling frameworks for targeting climate smart growth pathways [4–6], food, energy, and water nexus [18–20], trade-off analysis in crop based [5] and livestock based systems [21], and investment planning [22]. The growth pathways coming out of the analysis presented here provide important aspects for robust planning through holistic analysis on demand and supply-side innovations, which was missing in earlier studies.
Figure 5. Identifying trade-offs of food production, emission, and income for districts in agro-ecological zone-1.

The district-level results presented here demonstrate that food self-sufficiency and emission targets can be achieved at a local scale through efficient crop-technology portfolios. This achievability and development trajectories, of course, conditional on future climatic conditions and its complex interaction with elements of the production system. Different technological portfolios present the trajectories to migrate from the baseline production level (which is substantially lower than baseline food demand) to food self-sufficient pathways. These portfolios are challenged by increasing food demand of the growing population and climate impacts on crop production, which are largely negative. The multi-objective trade-off analysis demonstrated in this study helps in navigating the user to identify the optimal solutions on efficient frontiers of self-sufficiency – margin, self-sufficiency – emissions or margin – emissions. Each point in these efficient frontiers is a solution where the associated land-use in terms of crop-technology mixture can be tracked at a given time period. These locations and time-specific crop-technology options constitute the elements of sustainable growth pathways from the supply side. The methodology presented here resolves the same unpredictability; it allows the user to make robust decisions under these uncertain circumstances of climate and socio-economic conditions. Climate-smart agricultural interventions only on the supply side are likely to be insufficient [23] and hence innovations on demand-side interventions are required. This study also highlights that only technology-driven solution in a silo will not help in achieving both food self-sufficiency and emission reduction targets.

Sustainable finance and climate investment planning are receiving a lot of attention from global community. Increasing financing and its effectiveness is needed for effective implementation of CSA and finding sustainable growth pathways [24]. Several financing mechanisms either globally or regionally are also evolving; the methodology presented here can bridge the information gap for such projects in agriculture by addressing the trade-offs of yield, income, emissions etc. The hypothetical scenarios also provide crucial guidance about demand-side interventions to find sustainable growth pathways e.g., in
the results discussed above, which show that food self-sufficiency and emissions targets can be achieved if we relax constraints on dietary demand and focus on kilo-calories maximization targets, implying a policy focus on growing high caloric crops which produce fewer emissions. Though the demand-shift scenario can be effectively used to steer agricultural growth to be more productive, less polluted and sustainable but often they are often very difficult to realize. Those can be brought through the market linkages, value addition using process industry and policy changes, e.g., centralized procurement for public distribution system targeted to the regions to create localized demands. These crop-technology options have varying costs and returns leading to varying levels of income/profit. The methodology presented here shows way to find efficient solutions to achieve income, food security, and emission targets using trade-off analysis. Using alternative modelling approaches and methodologies we can test the validity of the results and the approach presented here. Earlier studies for the same region [5]; however, with different scenarios highlights the similar results of tradeoffs. Such type of multi-objective trade-off analysis for food security, incomes, and emissions assist in identifying priority growth pathways can deliver food and climate-safe futures.

3.5. Limitations of This Study

The methodology presented here uses spatially-explicit dynamic models which prove valuable in making informed decisions. However, since current modelling techniques are often data-hungry, it is challenging to apply these dynamic models under data-scarce conditions. Many assumptions and transfer functions must be used which may result in some degree of uncertainty with them. Secondly, the toolkit and methodology capture the effects of agricultural production systems on the environment. This is achieved through an analysis of GHG emissions from agriculture and resource-use efficiency of inputs applied. While the methodology holistically treats the agricultural production systems wherein we can maximize the synergies through a multi-objective trade-off analysis, elements of livestock and poultry interactions have not yet been captured.

4. Conclusions

The objective this analysis was to identify sustainable growth pathways to better undertake development solutions at a time of agricultural precariousness, climatic shocks, and diet diversity. Building on earlier work on CSA prioritization and multi-objective trade-off analysis for Bihar in India, the analysis here adds food demand scenarios together with technology scenarios to identify optimal growth pathways. This was done by analyzing trade-offs between food production, emissions and income. This article provides a detailed methodology for it. This work develops on a dynamic, spatially-explicit optimization toolkit “CSAP”, which is capable of identifying a variety of growth pathways. The CSAP supports multi-objective analysis for agricultural production in relation to food self-sufficiency, incomes and emissions targets to find robust and sustainable development pathways.

Quantification of trade-offs shows that achievability of food self-sufficiency for our study site Bihar exists up to 2025 under technology max scenario. The emission reduction targets under “technology max” and “climate-smart” scenario can be met up to 2040; however, under the intensification pathway, it disappears by 2032. The district-level analysis shows that it is possible to find solutions at a local scale using efficient crop-technology portfolios. With time meeting emission reduction targets become difficult because of increasing temperature which drives increased emissions from agriculture, erratic rainfall, and increased temperatures leading to the negative impact of climate on crop production coupled with progressive emissions intensity targets.

Only technology-driven solution in a silo will not help in achieving both food self-sufficiency and emission reduction targets. Innovations on demand-side intervention together with technology interventions can help in achieving these targets. At a precarious time when new challenges such as diet diversity, an explosion in food demand
and climate change spell uncertainty for the agricultural sector, multi-objective trade-off analysis for food-security, incomes, and emissions supports the development of priority growth pathways that can deliver food- and climate-safe futures and significantly improve policy-planning.
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